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QUESTION 1

While an AEM instance is used to process a large amount of assets daily, the DAM update asset workflow can be
adding additional loads to the instance. Which two statements are true when setting the workflow transient? (Choose
two.) 

A. Transient workflows run in a much smaller memory footprint. 

B. The workflow processing time can be reduced up to 10%. 

C. Transient workflows can significantly reduce the repository growth. 

D. CRUD workflows will be automatically purged to improve performance. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/performance-tuningguidelines.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A client, using a workflow in AEM Assets involving several participant steps, would like to create a new version of the
asset before each participant step. What is the simplest workflow strategy for achieving this goal? 

A. Modify the current workflow by adding the "Create Version" workflow process step before each of the existing
participant steps. 

B. Develop a custom participant step that programmatically creates a new version of the asset, and replace each
participant step with this step. 

C. Develop a custom workflow process to programmatically create a new version of the asset, and add this step before
each participant step. 

D. Modify the description of each participant step to instruct the user to create a new version of the asset in AEM before
completing the step. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer is trying to update the existing translation_rules.xml to update some translation rules on a node (node_X).
In a nodelist element, the developer finds multiple rules targeting the same node (node_X). The developer then adds the
new rule at the bottom of the list. 

What is the outcome with this new rule introduced? 

A. This newly introduced rule overwrites translation rules. 

B. An error occurs when the translation rules try to be used on the node. 

C. The translation rules stay unchanged because the first rule on a node is always used. 
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D. A warning message indicates that translation behavior will be unpredictable. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/sites/administering/using/tc-rules.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A resource has already been resolved. What is the best way to modify a property of an asset resource in an OSGi
service implementation? 

A. resource.setProperty("isFlagged", true). 

B. Adapt resource to Node.class, then invoke node.setProperty("isFlagged", true). 

C. item.setProperty("isFlagged", true). 

D. Start a new AssetsManager object, then invoke setAssetProperty(resource, "isFlagged", true). 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An author plans to perform a bulk upload of content into AEM assets. In the list of assets, there are documents that are
the same but have unique file names. The author wants to use an asset duplication detection solution to find those files. 

What is the most efficient way to find duplicated files in the DAM? 

A. Create a custom OSGI event handler to handle detection duplication. 

B. Enable the Day CQ DAM Create Asset Servlet\\'s duplication detection in OSGI configurations. 

C. Install ACS AEM Commons and configure the ACS AEM Commons Assets Duplication service in OSGI
configurations. 

D. AEM Assets detects duplicated assets out of the box. No additional configuration is needed. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/duplicate-detection.html 
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